omosexuality used to be discussed
only in small private circles. Now
it is talked about in the most
graphic telmS in the public media. Articles
by and about homosexuals appear not only
in the secular press but also in many
church journals and popular family
magazines. There are homosexuals who
consider themselves active Christians as
well as active homosexuals. 1OOy, and
others sympathetic to their cause, have
challenged the traditional interpretation of
the Bible that sees homosexual behavior as
unacceptable for Christians. Such interpreters claim that the Scriptures do not
condemn homosexuality as such, but
accept it as an alternative, ''natwal'' life-
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style. lOOse and other related questions are
of interest to many Seventh-day Adventist
Christians who look to the Bible for moral
and ethical guidance.

Nurture Versus Nature
Supporters of the ''nmture theory"
frequently point to studies in psychology
which imply that homosexuality is learned
behavior or arrested development. They
argue that whatever is learned can be
unlearned, and arrested development is
amenable to therapy. 1 Therefore homosexuality is an aberration with psychosocial etiology as well as psycho-social
consequences.
Another argument refers to the
American Psychiatric Association's (APA)
decision to remove homosexuality from its
list of pathological conditions. Many take
this to mean that homosexuality is no
longer a ''mental illness." Perhaps the most
cogent answer to this argument is that the
vote was taken at a time of tremendous
social upheaval in the United States, at
unprecedented speed, and under conditions
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of explicit threats that the gay-rights
movement would disrupt APA conventions and research.2
This unfortunate politicizing of the
scientific process is still in full swing
today. It skews or biases some of the
scientific research as well as reporting in
the popular press. This is especially true of
those who advocate the ''nature theory."
Most individuals read skewed media
reports rather than the original research
fmdings of I. L. Ward,3 or the more recent
studies of Simon LeVay, Michael Bailey,
and Richard Pillard. For example, the
prenatal honnone theory researched by
Ward and others states that deficiency of
the hormone known as androgen, during
the critical period of prenatal life when sex
differentiation occurs, causes an otheIwise
normal male to develop a female differentiated brain. Furthermore, overcrowding and
stressing of male rats and mice did produce
distortion of the parts of the cenlrai
nervous system that mediate sex-related
behavior and demasculinized sex-reIated
behavior. But as other researchers have
pointed out, rats are not human beings.4
Likewise, LeVay's findings S have
been grist for the media mill, although the
researchers themselves are honest about
their biases and restrained about their
claims.6 LeVay found the area of the
hypothalamus allegedly governing sexual
activity to be smaller in homosexual men
than in heterosexuals. He studied the brains
of 41 cadavers, 19 of which were homosexual. LeVay himself admits that his
fmdings do not establish a cause and effect
relationship. The meaning of his study is
consequently open to debate.7
In December 1991 gay-rights advocate Michael Bailey and psychiatrist
Richard Pillard published a study about
twins. In explaining his research, Pillard
says he believes that finding a genetic
component in sexual orientation implies
that, "This is not a fault, and this is not
your fault" He further believes the
research will disprove homophobic
claims.8 Bailey and Pillard studied
different types of twins: identical twins,
who have identical gene codes, and
fraternal twins, whose genetic codes are
different. Their research showed that if an
identical twin is homosexual, the other's
chances of being homosexual are three
times higher than among fraternal twins.
This, they say, suggests a link between
homosexuality and genetics. However,
other researchers are skeptical.
Dialogue 5:2-1993

Many homosexuals fmd the following
implications in this type of research:
• Homosexuals are born gay.
• Homosexuality is therefore a
nonnal, ''natural'' condition.
• What is normal cannot be
immoral.
• Therefore prohibitions against
homosexuals make no sense.
Other gays reject this line of thinking,
asserting that they chose the homosexual
life-style of their own free will. They view
with scorn the search for the causes of
homosexuality, saying that it tacitly
implies that this orientation is abnonnal,
whatever its cause. This latter group of
gays seems to realize that the research on
genetic causes for homosexuality is thus
far inconclusive. Also, studies are pointing
up a considerable number of genetically
caused conditions that no one would wish
to label as ''normal.'' The City of Hope
research, for example, strongly suggests
that alcoholism is a genetically related
ailment.9 The same is true for schizophrenia.
As Joe Dallas has rightly pointed out,
"Rather than continue the 'nature versus
nurture' debate on origins, we ought
instead to be asking whether homosexuality is desirable, healthy and moral no
matter what factors led to its existence."lo
We cannot conclude that having a genetic
origin makes a condition "natural."
Otherwise, birth defects would be considered natural and nonnal.
We are all born with inclinations and
tendencies that future research may reveal
as genetically related. But nowhere does
the Bible imply that such inclinations or
limitations negate its prohibitions against
acting out these tendencies in immoral or
unethical ways. As far as Scripture is
concerned, inclinations and tendencies of
whatever sort are not sins for which we are
personally responsible. They are simply a
part of the general depmvity of humanity
since the Fall. But we are all accountable
for what we do in our depravity. On this
principle hangs the basis of all justicehuman or divine. Without it the common
ground of human interaction becomes a
social quagmire of uncertainty, guesswork,
and speculation. From the biblical perspective, bow one arrives at a condition,
tendency, or inclination is really a moot
point The real issue is how one acts in the
face of one's inclination to alcohol, samesex atttactions, drug addiction, or lustful
thoughts and feelings.
Dialogue 5:2-1993

Homosexual Acts or Abuse?
Pro-homosexual publications frequently claim that homosexuality is not
condemned in the Scriptures. What is
condemned is homosexual abuse such as
rape, exploitation, violence, and idolatry.
(Within the limits of this article we cannot
explore this question in detail. Those
interested in further study may refer to
''For Further Reading," below.) The prohomosexual literature attempts to establish
this thesis in three ways.
First, in texts clearly associating
homosexual acts with rape and violence,
these authors see only condemnation of
rape and violence, not homosexual acts.
Thus in the Sodom account, it is violence
and other sins that are being punished, not
homosexuality. Some of this literature
even suggests that the word Iaww does not
here refer to sexual intercourse but simply
means "get acquainted" (Genesis 19:4-10).
The same argument is applied to Judges
19:22-25. These scholars assert, further,
that the Mosaic laws such as Leviticus
18:22 and 20:13 condemn idolatry but not
homosexuality. The implication, then, is
that loving, non-idolatrous homosexual
acts would not be condemned by Scripture.
This brings us to the second argument
in support of the homosexual life-style
thesis: the Bible's recounting of numerous
allegedly homosexual relationships that it
does not explicitly condemn. This includes
the supposed homosexual relationship of
David and Jonathan (1 Samuel 18:1; 19:1;
20:30) that receives no condemnation in
Scripture, it is said, because it was a loving
mutual situation unencumbered by
violence and idolatry. This, it is argued,
was also the case with Ishmael and Isaac
(Genesis 21:9), Ruth and Naomi (Ruth
1:16, 17) and Joseph and Potiphar (Genesis
39). Some would even include
Nebuchadnezzar and Daniel (Daniel 2, 4).
We turn now to the third and fmal
point-how to explain Bible texts that
disapprove of homosexual acts and cannot
be interpreted as involving violence, rape,
or idolatry (for example, Romans 1:26-28).
With regard to these texts, the prohomosexual literature subtly distinguishes
between inverts and perverts. The epistle
of Romans, it is claimed, does not refer to
the ''natural,'' ''nonnal, or "pennanenttl
homosexual involved in a loving relationship. Paul is said to be talking about those
who are not pennanent homosexuals,
because he states that those who do this go
It

against their nature. He is allegedly talking
about perverted heterosexuals who engage
in homosexual acts out of lust So again
the Scriptures are supposedly disapproving
only of exploitation, prostitution, and
unbridled homosexual lust. Paul, it is
argued, was ignorant of the invert-pervert
distinction, so tended to lump all homosexual activity together. Of course, one
cannot have it both ways. How could Paul
say they do it against their nature if he was
ignorant of such a distinction?
It is here that the genetic argument
becomes extremely important for some
homosexuals. This approach allows them
to assert that homosexual tendency is
''natural.'' If this is true, then Paul only
condemns what is "against nature."ll A
student of the Bible would answer that
"naturar' or "against nature" in Romans
refers to God's original intention at
Creation, not to any condition since the
Fall (Genesis 1:27; 2:18, 24).12 All human
conditions are now tainted and more or
less "unnatural."
Thorough students of Scripture will
not be so easily convinced that the Old
Testament texts against active homosexuality are invalid. The accounts of Sodom
and Gibeah (Genesis 19:4-10; Judges
19:22-25) do depict violent homosexual
rape. However, the Scriptures condemn
both the violence and the homosexuality.
This is clear from Leviticus 18:22 and
20:13, where lying with males is clearly
condemned. The fact that this is called an
abomination does not indicate only a
condemnation of idolatry. From the
biblical point of view, both idolatry and the
practices associated with it were condemned. 13 Some have suggested that Ham
homosexually assaulted his father;
however, Noah S curse on Ham certainly
provides no basis to infer approval of such
an act (Genesis 9:20-27).
In the New Testament, most of the
anti-homosexual references appear in vice
lists, such as 1 Corinthians 6:9-11. The
majority of these passages do not involve
either violence or idolatry. This is the case
in Romans 1:26-28, where the homosexual
act itself is described as a vice. The idea
that Paul here condemns only perverts and
not those whose homosexuality is "natural" cannot be sustained. 14 Furthermore, the
consistent witness of Judeo-Christian
t
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literature opposes the homosexual lifestyle.

A Closer Look at Romans 1
The standard argument against New
Testament texts is the invert-pervert
theory, as described above. In Romans
1:24-28 Paul, it is said, opposes homosexual abuse, not homosexual acts, which
are alleged to be natural to the individual.
As already noted, the two key tenns in
these verses are the expressions natural
and unnatural, and much depends on what
Paul mean. The crux of the issue concerns
the sources to which Paul alluded in
asserting that homosexuality is unnatural. 15
This context clearly demonstrates that
Paul used Greek and, particularly, Stoic
ethical teons. But the apostle does not use
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the tenns and concepts the same ways as
the Stoics did. Like the Stoics, Paul
probably did defme nature as the providential ordering of the world. However, for the
pantheistic Stoics, nature was God. They
believed that existence went on forever in
endlessly recurring cycles following a fIXed
"law" or "fonnula" called logos. On the
other hand, Paul's God was above, beyond,
and separate from nature. For Paul, nature
since the Fall is not dete11Ilinative for
human essence. From his perspective,
appealing to nature in a fallen world to
detennine what a person should or should
not do or be is at best relative and at worst
useless. Within natme, only relative
distinctions can be made between the
natural and the unnatural.
Paul does not share the Stoics'
concepts about the absolute authority of
nature and dete11Ilinism. For him there is
no nature that is either detached from God
or that can be identified with Him. Paul
taught that only God's original intention
for humanity can be considered detellIlinative in defming their essence, and that God
revealed His will in Scripture. It is difficult
to see what else Paul could mean by
''nature'' in this text if not the world and
humanity as intended and created by God;
the "unnatural" being a consequence of the
Fall and, therefore, not God's intention for
human seXUality. The cosmic sweep of the
Fall and degradation of humanity described in the fll'St chapter of Romans
includes both Jews and Gentiles. In this
context homosexuality is not treated
merely as an expression of cuI tic idolatry.
Rather, both are traced back to the
consequences of disregarding the Creator's
design and intention. As D. Field states:

In writing about "natural relations,"
Paul is not referring to individual men and
women as they are. His canvas is much
broader. He is taking the argument back,
far more radically, to man and woman as
God created them. By "unnatural" he
means i'unnatural to mankind in God's
creation pattern. " And thai pattern he
clearly understands to be heterosexual. So
the distinction between pervert and invel1
(which Paul could hardly have made
anyway) is undercut. "16

real life it never appears that way; there is

always a person or persons involved. Many
Christians talk at great length about
homosexuality as if it were something on
another planet This occurs largely because
such people fail to distinguish between the
active and possibly the promiscuous
homosexual and the person with homosexual inclination who is not sexually
active. Therefore, the thought of meeting
an Adventist homosexual is, to put it
mildly, very discomforting. When we meet
the homosexual we discover that he or she
is us-a human being with hopes and
plans and dreams and wishes. For many
people this is too close for comfort. It often
reveals the ambivalence and vulnerability
of their own sexual impulses. So-called
homophobia is often fear of self, or fear of
the unknown. Fear builds walls-but love
builds bridges.
In my flfSt year of pastoral ministry I
was approached by a young man about my
age who confided to me his homosexual
inclinations. He was a teacher at a boys'
boarding school. He wanted to be morally
and ethically responsible to the teenagers
in his charge, but confessed that it was a
struggle. Although I cannot remember ever
previously forming an attitude about
homosexuals, I must have stereotyped
them as stupid, nasty, and dirty. My fll'St
reaction was disbelief. Here was a devout,
conscientious, intelligent, well-educated
young man just beginning his professional
career. He could not be a homosexual-he
was too much like me! I was too young
and inexperienced to offer him professional counseling or advice. I remember
we just stood under the trees, out of the
drizzling rain, and discussed his options, as
friend to friend. One possibility was to
train as a minister, so he could serve other
groups of people than young boys. This he
eventually did. He became and still is a
successful Seventh-day Adventist minister.
The young lawyer in Jesus' story of
the Good Samaritan wanted to know how
to gain eternal life (Luke 10:25-37, RSV).
Jesus said, "'You shall love the Lord your
God with all your heart, and with all your
soul, and with all your strength, and with
all your mind; and your neighbor as
yourself. The young lawyer wanted to
make himself look good, so he asked,
"'Who is my neighbor?'" Jesus's answer,
the parable of the Good Samaritan,
illustrates that one's neighbor may be
someone against whom our society and
church has long been prejudiced. When
Uf

Who Is My Neighbor?
Thus far we have spoken about
homosexuality mostly in the abstract. In
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Jesus finished His story he asked the
young lawyer, '''Which of these three do
you think, proved neigbbor to the man wbo
fell among the robbers?'" The prejudiced
young man still would not take Ule name
Samaritall on his lips, so he said, "'The one
who showed mercy on him. '" Jesus said,
"'Go and do likewise.'"
As Adventist Christians, we exalt the
inspiration and authority of the Bible. We
do not accept the active homosexual lifestyle as a Christian alternative. We reject it
not simply because of the negative
statemems in Scripture condemning it. We
also disavow it because of the many
statemenlS in the Bible depicting the
helerosexual life-style as God's plan for
human sexuality. !fCreation and Ule Fall,
as described in Scripture, accurately depict
our situation, then to aftinn homosexual
relations as "natural" is 10 affmn the Fall as
good. Then we would have no need for
redemption, and we could U,row away the
Scriptures as irrelevant.
Many Christians reselll the allemplS of
homosexual lilerature to revise the biblical
witness. As Jones observes, "the only way
to neutralize the biblical witness against
homosexual behavior is either grossly to
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